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W hen discuss ing the pos sibility of interstellar trave l, there is som ething called “the giggle fa ctor.” S om e sc ientists
tend to scoff at the idea of interstellar travel because of the enormous distances that separate the stars. According
to Special Relativity (1905), no usable information can travel faster than light locally, and hence it would take
centuries to millennia for an extra-terrestrial civilization to travel between the stars. Even the familiar stars we see at
night are about 50 to 100 light years from us, and our galaxy is 100,000 light years across. The nearest galaxy is 2
m illion light years from us. The critics say that the universe is sim ply too big fo r interste llar travel to be practic al.
Similarly, investigations into UFO’s that may originate from another planet are sometimes the “third rail” of
someone’s scientific career. There is no funding for anyone seriously looking at unidentified objects in space, and
one’s rep uta tion m ay suffer if one pursues an interest in th ese unorthodox m atte rs. In a ddition, perhaps 99% of a ll
sightings of UFO’s can be dismissed as being caused by familiar phenomena, such as the planet Venus, swamp
gas (which can glow in the dark under certain conditions), meteors, satellites, weather balloons, even radar echoes
that bounce off mountains. (W hat is disturbing, to a physicist however, is the remaining 1% of these sightings, which
are multiple sightings made by multiple methods of observations. Some of the most intriguing sightings have been
m ade by seaso ned pilots and pass engers a board air line flights which have also bee n tracked b y radar and have
bee n videotap ed. S ightings like th is are hard er to dism iss.)
But to an astronomer, the existence of intelligent life in the universe is a compelling idea by itself, in which
extra-terrestrial beings may exist on other stars who are centuries to millennia more advanced than ours. W ithin the
Milky W ay galaxy alone, there are over 100 billion stars, and there are an uncountable number of galaxies in the
universe. About half of the stars we see in the heavens are double stars, probably making them unsuitable for
intelligent life, but the remaining half probably have solar systems som ewhat similar to ours. Although none of the
over 100 extra-solar planets so far discovered in deep space resemble ours, it is inevitable, many scientists believe,
that one day we will discover small, earth-like planets which have liquid water (the “universal solvent” which made
possible the first DNA perhaps 3.5 billion years ago in the oceans). The discovery of earth-like planets may take
place within 20 years, when NASA intends to launch the space interferometry satellite into orbit which may be
sensitive enough to detect small planets orbiting other stars.
So far, we see no hard evidence of signals from extra-terrestrial civilizations from any earth-like planet. The SETI
proje ct (the search for extra-terrestrial intelligence) ha s yet to p roduce any rep roducible evidence of in telligent life in
the univers e from suc h ea rth-like plane ts, but the m atter s till deserves s erious sc ientific an alysis. T he k ey is to
reanalyze the objec tion to faster-than-ligh t travel.
A critical look at this issue must necessary embrace two new observations. First, Special Relativity itself was
superceded by Einstein ’s own m ore pow erful General R elativity (1915), in which fas ter than light travel is poss ible
under certain rare conditions. The principal difficulty is amassing enough energy of a certain type to break the light
barrier. Second, one must therefore analyze extra-terrestrial civilizations on the basis of their total energy output and
the laws of thermodynamics. In this respect, one must analyze civilizations which are perhaps thousands to millions
of years ahead of ours.
The first realistic attempt to analyze extra-terrestrial civilizations from the point of view of the laws of physics and the
law s of therm odynam ics was by Ru ss ian astrophysicist N icolai Kardashev. He based his ran kin g of po ssible
civilizations on the basis of total energy output which could be quantified and used as a guide to explore the
dynamics of advanced civilizations:
Type I – this civilization ha rnes ses the energ y outpu t of an entire p lanet.
Type II – this civilization harnesses the energy output of a star, and generates about 10 billion times the energy
output of a Type I civilization.
Type III – this civilization harnes ses the ene rgy output of a galaxy, or about 10 billion time the en ergy output of a
Type II civilization.

A Type I civilization would be able to ma nipulate truly planetary energies. The y might, for exam ple, control or modify
their weather. They would have the power to manipulate planetary phenomena, such as hurricanes, which can
release the energy of hundreds of hydrogen bombs. Perhaps volcanoes or even earthquakes may be altered by
such a civilization.
A Type II civilization may resemble the Federation of Planets seen on the TV program Star Trek (which is capable of
igniting sta rs and has colonized a tiny fractio n of the near-by sta rs in the galaxy). A T ype II civilizatio n m ight be able
to manipulate the power of solar flares.
A Type III civilization may resem ble the Borg, or perhaps the Em pire found in the Star W ars saga . They have
colonized the galaxy itself, extracting energy from hundreds of billions of stars.
By contrast, we are a Type 0 civilization, which extracts its energy from dead plants (oil and coal). Growing at the
average ra te of ab out 3% per yea r, how ever, one m ay calculate th at our own civilization m ay attain Type I sta tus in
about 100-200 years, Type II status in a few thousand years, and Type III status in about 100,000 to a million years.
The se time s cales are insignificant when com pared with the universe itself.
On this scale, one may now rank the different propulsion systems available to different types of civilizations:
Type 0
Ch em ical roc kets
Ionic engines
Fission power
EM propulsion (rail guns)
Type I
Ram -jet fusion engines
Photonic drive
Type II
Antima tter drive
Von Neum ann nano probes
Type III
Planck energy propulsion
Propulsion system s m ay be ra nk ed by tw o quantitie s: th eir specific im pulse, and fin al velocity of tra vel. Sp ecific
impulse equals thrust multiplied by the time over which the thrust acts. At present, almost all our rockets are based
on chemical reactions. W e see that chemical rockets have the smallest specific impulse, since they only operate for
a few minutes. Their thrust may be measured in millions of pounds, but they operate for such a small duration that
the ir sp ecific im pulse is quite sm all.
NA SA is exp erim enting today with ion engines, w hich have a m uch larger spe cific im pulse, sinc e they can ope rate
for months, but have an extremely low thrust. For example, an ion engine which ejects cesium ions may have the
thrust of a few ounces, but in deep space they may reach great velocities over a period of time since they can
ope rate c ontinu ous ly. They make up in time wh at they lose in thrust. Eventua lly, long -hau l mission s be twee n plan ets
may be conducted by ion engines.
For a Type I civilization, one can envision newer types of technologies emerging. Ram-jet fusion engines have an
even larg er specific im pulse, operatin g fo r yea rs by consum ing the free hydrogen fou nd in deep space. How ever, it
may take decades before fusion power is harnessed comm ercially on earth, and the proton-proton fusion process of
a ram-jet fusion engine may take even more time to develop, perhaps a century or more. Laser or photonic engines,
because they might be propelled by laser beams inflating a gigantic sail, may have even larger specific impulses.
One can envision huge laser batteries placed on the moon which generate large laser beams which then push a
laser sail in outer space. This technology, which depends on operating large bases on the moon, is probably many
centu ries awa y.
For a Type II civilization, a new form of propulsion is possible: anti-matter drive. Matter-anti-matter collisions provide
a 100% efficient way in which to extract energy from m ater. However, anti-matter is an exotic form of matter which
is extremely expensive to produce. The atom sm asher at CERN , outside Geneva, is barely able to make tiny

sam ples of an ti-hydrog en gas (a nti-elec trons circling arou nd a nti-protons ). It may take m any centu ries to m illennia to
bring dow n the cos t so that it can be used for spac e flight.
Given the astronom ical num ber of poss ible planets in the galaxy, a T ype II civilizatio n m ay try a m ore re alistic
approach than conventional rockets and use nano technology to build tiny, self-replicating robot probes which can
proliferate through the galaxy in much the same way that a microscopic virus can self-replicate and colonize a
hum an body within a week. Su ch a civilization might send tiny robot von Neum ann probe s to distant moo ns, where
the y will create larg e fa cto ries to rep roduce m illions of copies of them selves. S uch a von N eum ann probe need only
be the size of bread-box, using sophisticated nano technology to mak e atomic-sized circuitry and computers. Then
the se copies ta ke off to land on other distan t m oons and start the pro cess all over ag ain. Su ch pro bes m ay then wait
on distant moons, waiting for a primitive Type 0 civilization to mature into a Type I civilization, which would then be
interesting to them. (There is the small but distinct possibility that one such probe landed on our own moon billions
of years ago by a passing space-faring civilization. This, in fact, is the basis of the movie 2001, perhaps the most
realistic portra yal of co ntac t with ex tra-terrrestrial intelligenc e.)
Th e pro blem , as one c an s ee, is that none o f thes e en gines ca n ex cee d the spe ed o f light. He nce , Type 0,I, and II
civilizations probably can send probes or colonies only to within a few hundred light years of their home planet. Even
with von Neumann probes, the best that a Type II civilization can achieve is to create a large sphere of billions of
self-replicating probes expanding just below the speed of light. To break the light barrier, one must utilize General
Relativity and the quantum theory. This requires energies which are available for very advanced Type II civilization
or, more likely, a Type III civilization.
Special Relativity states that no usa ble info rm ation c an tra vel loca lly faster tha n light. O ne m ay go faste r than light,
the refore, if one uses the poss ibility of glo bally warping space and tim e, i.e . General R elativity. In other words, in
such a rocket, a passenger who is watching the motion of passing stars would say he is going slower than light. But
once the rocket arrives at its destination and clocks are compared, it appears as if the rocket went faster than light
because it warped space and time globally, either by taking a shortcut, or by stretching and contracting space.
There are at least two ways in which General Relativity may yield faster than light travel. The first is via wormholes,
or m ultiply connected Rie m ann surfaces, w hich m ay give us a shortcut across space and tim e. O ne possible
geometry for such a wormhole is to assemble stellar amounts of energy in a spinning ring (creating a Kerr black
hole). Centrifugal force prevents the spinning ring from collapsing. Anyone passing through the ring would not be
ripped apart, but would wind up on an entirely different part of the universe. This resembles the Looking Glass of
Alice, with the rim of the Looking Glass being the black hole, and the mirror being the wormhole. Another method
might be to tease apart a wormhole from the “quantum foam ” which physicists believe makes up the fabric of space
and time at the Planck length (10 to the m inus 33 centim eters).
The pro blem s with w orm holes are m any:
a) one version requires enormous amounts of positive energy, e.g. a black hole. Positive energy wormholes have an
event horizon(s) and hence only give us a one way trip. One would need two black holes (one for the original trip,
and one for the return trip) to m ak e interste llar travel pra ctic al. M ost like ly only a T ype III civilization would be able
harness this power.
b) worm holes m ay be u nsta ble, bo th clas sically or quan tum m ech anically. The y may clos e up as s oon as you try to
enter them. Or radiation effects may soar as you entered them, killing you.
c) one version re quires vast am ounts of n egative energy. Negative energy does exist (in the fo rm of the Ca sim ir
effect) but huge quantities of negative energy will be beyond our technology, perhaps for millennia. The advantage
of negative energy wormholes is that they do not have event horizons and hence are more easily transversable.
d) another version requires large amounts of negative matter. Unfortunately, negative matter has never been seen
in nature (it would fall up, rather than dow n). Any negative ma tter on the earth would have fallen up billions of years
ago, m aking the earth devo id of any negative matter.
The second possibility is to use large amounts of energy to continuously stretch space and time (i.e. contracting the
space in front of you, and expanding the space behind you). Since only empty space is contracting or expanding,
one may exceed the speed of light in this fashion. (Empty space can warp space faster than light. For example, the
Big Bang expanded much faster than the speed of light.) The problem with this approach, again, is that vast
amounts of energy are required, making it feasible for only a Type III civilization. Energy scales for all these

proposals are on the order of the Planck energy (10 to the 19 billion electron volts, which is a quadrillion times larger
than our m ost powerful atom sm asher).
Las tly, there is the fund am enta l physics prob lem of wh ethe r “topo logy chang e” is poss ible within Ge nera l Relativity
(which would also make possible time m achines, or closed time-like curves). General Relativity allows for closed
time-like curves and wormholes (often called Einstein-Rosen bridges), but it unfortunately breaks down at the large
energies found at the center of black holes or the instant of Creation. For these extreme energy domains, quantum
effects will dominate over classical gravitational effects, and one must go to a “unified field theory” of quantum
gravity.
At p resent, the m ost prom ising (a nd only) ca ndidate for a “theory of e verything”, including quantu m gra vity, is
superstring theory or M-theory. It is the only theory in which quantu m forces m ay be com bined with gra vity to yield
finite results. No other theory can make this claim. W ith only mild assumptions, one may show that the theory allows
for quarks arranged in much like the configuration found in the current Standard Model of sub-atomic physics.
Because the theory is defined in 10 or 11 dimensional hyperspace, it introduces a new cosmological picture: that our
universe is a bubble or mem brane floating in a much larger multiverse or megaverse of bubble-universes.
Un fortunate ly, although blac k hole so lutions have be en fo und in string theory, the theory is no t yet deve loped to
answer basic questions about wormholes and their stability. W ithin the next few years or perhaps within a decade,
many physicists believe that string theory will mature to the point where it can answer these fundamental questions
about space and time. The problem is well-defined. Unfortunately, even though the leading scientists on the planet
are working on the theory, no one on earth is smart enough to solve the superstring equations.
Conclusion
Most scientists doubt interstellar travel because the light barrier is so difficult to break. However, to go faster than
light, one must go beyond Special Relativity to General Relativity and the quantum theory. Therefore, one cannot
rule out interstellar travel if an advanced civilization can attain enough energy to destabilize space and time.
Perhaps only a Type III civilization can harness the Planck energy, the energy at which space and time becom e
unstable. Various proposals have been given to exceed the light barrier (including wormholes and stretched or
wa rped space) but all of them req uire energies fou nd only in T ype III ga lactic c ivilization s. O n a m ath em atic al level,
ultimately, we must wait for a fully quantum mechanical theory of gravity (such as superstring theory) to answer
thes e fun dam enta l ques tions, s uch as w heth er worm holes ca n be crea ted and w heth er the y are stable e nou gh to
allow for interstellar tra vel.

